Thursday 26


Friday 27

7:30 Departure for Ronda. Ronda is a a very typical Andalusian town, well-known because the American and Nobel
Prize winner Ernest Hemingway and Orson




8:00 Departure from the hotel
Visit to the Nature Preserve Cabo de Gata.



Visit to “El Cortijo del Fraile” This is the place where a
real tragedy took place and inspired Lorca´s play “Bodas de
Sangre”. On July 22nd, 1928 a wedding was going to take place
in this “cortijo”, which had been built in the 18 th century by
some monks and at the time it was onwed
by a wealthy farmer. Just before the wedding, the bride ran away with an old boyfriend and to avenge the offense and the
dishonor, the bride´s family went after them
and killed the man. Lorca read about this tragedy in the newspapers and decided to write a drama about it. This “cortijo”
has been used many times by film directors as a setting for
movies such as “The good, the bad and the ugly” or “Death
has a price”.

Welles loved to spend time in this town with
their

friend Antonio Ordoñez, a famous bull-

fighter

whose

grandsons are also
famous bullfighters today.



Visit to Ronda.





that Almería is an area closely related to the film industry.
Steven Spielberg, Sergio Leone, Ryan O´Neil, Orson Welles,
Harrison Ford, Clint Eastwood, Arnold
Swarchenegger, etc. have worked many
times in Almería. We will visit a museum
which used to be a house and where John Lennon lived for
some time. He composed “Strawberry fields” in this house.

Visit to a bull breeding farmland. It is important to say that
you will see the animals at their best, enjoying a natural life. No animals will die or
suffer in this visit. We will just witness a
traditional way of life and one aspect which
is relevant for understanding Lorca´s poetry.







22:00 we will stop at a traditional
“cortijo” (cottage) from the 19
century to have supper.





14:00 (approximately) Lunch
17:30 Departure from Ronda

23:00 departure for the hotel.

th

Visit to the House of the Cinema. Perhaps you already know



13:30 Free time for shopping at a shopping mall and free time

INTRODUCTION
This plan of activities emphasizes the cultural values present in the Spanish Literature, especially the work
and life of one of our most important poets and playwrights,
Federico García Lorca, who was born in Granada 1898. He
lived in Almería as a child and one of his greatest dramas
“Bodas de Sangre” was inspired by a real tragedy that took
place in this area so we can say there is a solid connection
between the writer and Almería. He also lived in Granada,
Madrid and New York. García Lorca died at the age of 38,
after he was shot dead by Franco´s military forces in Granada at the beginning of the Spanish Civil War in 1936.

for lunch. There are food courts with tapas bars and also fast
food restaurants such as Macdonalds or Burger King.

Spanish and Andalusian cultural values such as Flamenco

16:00 Departure for the hotel and free time to get ready for

music, the daily life in the caves of Granada and other rural

the TASP founding event.17:30 Departure from the hotel.

areas, bullfighting (viewed by Lorca as a ancestral pagan

18:00 TASP Founding Event (TASP Head-

ritual), horses (a symbol of men´s erotism, life and death),

Lorca´s life and works are inspired by passion and

the moon (a symbol of beauty, erotism, fertility or death),

master speech and other speeches)



The Transnational Adult
School Prototype

the metal weapons as the beginning of tragic events, etc.

19:00 Farewell party!!!!

Saturday 28
There will be
a transfer (only one) to the airport, bus/train station. The whole
group can leave together early in the morning before the first
flight or departure. GOOD BYE!!!! SEE YOU IN TURKEY!!!

Spanish Meeting
Vicar (Almería)

23 – 27 November

Sunday 22


Arrival and pick up at the airport, train/bus station…



From 21:00 to 22:00 welcome picnic.

Tuesday 24



8:30-9:00. Coordinators meeting (planning for TASP

Wednesday 25



founding event).

Monday 23


9:00 departure from hotel Playadulce.



Visit to the ALcazaba (Almería), an Arab palace and cita-

7:20 Departure for Granada (NON-STOP) from the
hotel. The trip will take about 1 hour and 45 minutes.



Visit to “Huerta de San Vicente”, Lorca´s family summer
house. He spent lots of time there in the company of his



9:00-9:30 Coordinators meeting at hotel Playadulce.



9:30 Departure from Hotel Playadulce.



Vícar sightseeing and meeting with the mayor, the headmas-

to see the process of construction of a

ter of IES La Puebla and other local authorities. Vícar is a

flamenco guitar, as an integral part of one

we will walk through the

multicultural town with population from many different coun-

of Lorca´s main interests: flamenco music.

old city (Albaicín).

tries. It has an old town with the typical white houses from
Andalusia and it also has other modern parts up to a total of





world.

Visit to the workshop of a well-known local guitar maker

Visit to a Horse-riding club to be able to observe the
view horses in the context of García Lorca´s



14:00 lunch.



16:00 work session at IES La Puebla.



15:00 Lunch.

TASP Appointments, approval of the curriculum, platform



17:00 Work session at IES La Puebla



Following Lorca´s footsteps



13:30 Lunch



15:00 Visit to “La Alhambra”



18:00 Departure for Almería



20:30 We will stop at a cave-house for dinner. Caves

poems.

work (database, etc.)…For the work on the database you

Platform work, calendar for the rest of the school year

need to bring at least 10 adult education institutions, univer-

and Students Association presentation, etc.

sities, libraries, etc. in your area (Name of the institution,



20:00 Intercultural dinner. For this dinner all the part-



19:00 departure from IES La Puebla.

ners should bring a typical food from their countries of



Night tour of Almería (the capital city of our province).

meeting since we won´t have the chance to taste their



the literary and artistic

breeding and grooming of horses. We will

about 20,000 inhabitants.

Address, e-mail, webpage telephone)

family and his friends from

del from the 10th century.

are a very traditional kind of house. Granada and
Almería have many ex-

origin, especially the partners that are not organizing a

amples of these caves,
traditionally used since

gastronomy during a meeting. All the food will be disVisit to a “Peña Flamenca” (Flamenco Club)



Dinner in Flamenco Club



23:00 departure for Hotel Playadulce

Arab/Moorish times and

played and shared by all the partners. This food must be

also used for flamenco

taken from the hotel in the morning, that is to say, we

parties in the past and

will carry it with us on the bus. This dinner can be used

nowadays.

by the Intercultural department (Greece) to create materials, pictures, etc.



23:00 Departure for Hotel Playadulce.



23:00 departure for Hotel Playadulce.

